Autonomous robotic observatories can use modern communications to receive pertinent information from institutes that generate events to observe (e.g., supernovae, near-earth asteroids, gravitational lensings, and gamma-ray bursts). This paper is addressed to astronomers who are not specialists in computer science. We give explanations of some basic and advanced protocols to receive events and how to implement them in a robotic observatory software. We describe messages such as GCN notices, VOEvents or RTML, and protocols such as CGI, HTTP, SOAP, RSS, and XMPP.
Introduction
Autonomous robotic observatories (AROs) use complex software to control devices and to check the security conditions (weather, power supply, and mechanical sensors). This software must exchange messages with its different parts and with external resources. When an ARO is not connected to another one, the messages can use any language, but for decade, there have been coordinated efforts to standardize communication protocols [1] . The ultimate goal is to send alert messages to telescope networks that can be understandable by any observatory within the network. The scientific goal of observatory networks is to maximize the observation efficiency in order to characterize the nature of objects recently discovered (e.g., asteroids, supernova, gamma-ray bursts) or to perform optimized follow-ups (e.g., gravitational lensing and variable stars). In this paper, we focus on protocol techniques usually used by telescope networks in the context of the Virtual Observatories (VOs). These protocols are mostly defined and maintained by the International Virtual Observatory Alliance (http://www.ivoa.net/) (IVOA) and the scope of this paper is to present them to the astronomers that are not specialists in computer science.
Agents, Servers, Clients
In the context of VO, we define an agent as a software or a library that carries out a predefined task of an ARO (e.g., in [2] ). For example, the telescope agent is a software which can drive the telescope mount.
Generally, agents are slaves, that is, waiting for basic orders. In the context of computer science, they are named servers. A server is an agent that waits forever until an order is received. When an order is received, the corresponding task is executed, and the agent returns to the waiting loop. All server agents are managed by a more intelligent agent that collects the status of the observatory and the schedule of observations and decides to send orders to the server agents. This intelligent agent is a client in the context of the computing science (see Figure 1) . First, the intelligent agent establishes client connexions to the server agents. Second, the intelligent agent sends messages to server agents in an order corresponding to the sequence of observations scheduled. A good example of ARO agents is the suite RTS2 [3] which can be adapted to many hardware configurations. An example of a more complex telescope network and its agents (RoboNet-II) is described in [4] .
What Is a Protocol?
Computer science uses the concept of Open Systems Interconnection Reference Model (hereafter OSI model) to define how to communicate between computers. The OSI model defines seven layers: physical, data link, network, transport, session, presentation, and application. The three first layers are related to the media used to send data (Internet Protocol, Point to Point Protocol, cables, hubs, etc.). The four last layers concern how data are managed in the computer. ARO agents use protocols defined essentially in the application layer. In this paper, we will use the following protocols: CGI, HTTP, SOAP, RSS, and XMPP. The application layer protocols define how the messages are transported to the other agents, but the contents of the messages are written in a given language. In this paper, we use the following languages: HTML and XML.
The combination of the application layer protocol and the message language defines the protocol as defined in the title of this paper. Let us take an example. The telescope agent is waiting for a message using an event loop which is based on a TCP socket server. At a time, the TCP socket receives the following message from the intelligent agent:
This message is written in the eXtensible Markup Language (XML) and is understandable by an astronomer. This is a text language with a syntax rule based on start-tags (<>) and corresponding end-tags (</>). The tag Coordinates implies that the following coordinates stand for the next target to observe. The parameters are the Right Ascension and the Declination. The corresponding values lie in the start/end tags RightAscension and Declination respectively. The tag Declination could be given before that of RightAscension without any difference of interpretation. If the telescope controller is based on the LX200 Meade protocol, the telescope agent must convert the coordinates to the language of the controller (the full list of the LX200 Meade commands can be found in http://www.meade.com/support/CommandSet.html):
:Sr02:45:00# :Sd+22 * 30:00# Then, these two commands must be send to the RS232 socket of the telescope controller. These low level commands depend on the manufacturer of the telescope controller and the role of the telescope agent is to transform commands from a standard form (cf. the XML text above, and see Section 6 for the RTML definition) to the low level command language specific to the telescope controller (e.g., the LX200 Meade language).
Protocols to Prepare Observations
In a full ARO, the schedule of observations is generated by a schedule agent that sorts the observations to maximize a criterion related to the scientific results [5] . It is also important to simplify human data inputs of observation requests to avoid human errors when entering target coordinates. For example, it is preferable to ask for an asteroid name rather than ask for its coordinates that change all the time. In this section, we show how to incorporate two simple name solver codes in an ARO agent.
CGI and HTTP.
In this section, we present a classical web service delivered by the Minor Planet Center (MPC). MPC provides on-line ephemeris for minor planets. First, connect to the MPC server using a web browser ( Figure 2 ). The Uniform Resource Locator (URL) is the address of the MPC server computer that delivers the web page. This page is written in Hyper Text Language Markup (HTML) which is based on start and end tags (e.g., <HTML> and </HTML>). In the case of the MPC web service, an excerpt of the web form is defined by the HTML code in Algorithm 1.
The interpretation of this code by the browser gives what can be seen on Figure 2 . The main tag is <FORM>. It defines web gadgets (hereafter widgets) as buttons, radio buttons, text areas, and so forth. The contents of these widgets will be send to the URL associated parameter ACTION in the tag FORM using the method POST. This URL triggers a Common Gateway Interface script (CGI) in the MPC server when the user pushes the submit button. To summarize, data format is CGI-POST and the protocol is HTTP.
<FORM
METHOD=POST ACTION="http://scully.cfa.harvard.edu/∼cgi/MPEph2"> <input type=submit value="Get ephemerides/HTML page"> <input type=reset value="Reset form"><br> <input type="radio" name="ty" VALUE="e" CHECKED> <input type="radio" name="ty" VALUE="s"> Return <a href="#summary">summary</a> Return ephemerides <input type="radio" name="ty" VALUE="h"> Return HTML page<br> Objects may be identified by designation or by name. Enter a list of designations or names below (one entry per line, excess entries will be ignored):<br> <textarea name="TextArea" cols=17 rows=5></textarea> <br>Ephemeris start date: <input name="d" maxlength=20 size=17 VALUE=""> <br>Title for document: <input name="tit" maxlength=60 size=40> <br>Base URL for document: <input name="bu" maxlength=80 size=40>
Obviously, an ARO must be able to send a CGI form without any human action (i.e., without a web browser). How to do it? The software of the ARO must use a code that simulates the web form displayed by the browser. The corresponding code to obtain ephemeris of Ceres is given by the seven following lines written in the Tcl script language (see Algorithm 2) (documentation available at http://www.tcl.tk/. Tcl/Tk is installed in most Linux distributions. Type tclsh to launch a Tcl interpreter.):
At the end of the script, the variable html text contains the HTML code of the result. The next action to do is to parse the HTML text to extract the coordinates of the minor planet.
SOAP and HTTP.
The Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) is close to the CGI-POST. It can be used with HTTP. Let us take an example. We want to use the web service of the Centre de Données Stellaires (CDS) to find coordinates associated to an object name. This name solver is not usable by a browser because the SOAP protocol has no graphical interface in a web browser. Nevertheless, SOAP is easy to use in an ARO agent and SOAP can be better than CGI-POST for many technical reasons that are outside the scope of this paper. As an example, the following lines are written in the Tcl script language to solve the coordinates of Messier 51 (see Algorithm 3) .
At the end of the script, the variable xml text contains the XML code of the result. The next action is to parse the XML text to extract the coordinates of the galaxy. The lines in Algorithm 4 display the XML code returned in the variable xml text.
The URL defined in the parameter xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation gives the structure of the tags used in the document. The coordinates in decimal form lie in the tags jradeg and jdedeg. XML format is much more easy to parse than the HTML code like that returned by the CGI-POST of Section 4.1 because the coordinates to extract from the HTML code is not necessary defined inside start/end tags and the structure of the returned HTML code is not autodocumented as it is the case for XML.
Protocols to Receive Events
Just after the discovery of Gamma-Ray Burst (GRB) optical afterglows in 1997 [6] BACODINE was created, an internet message distribution service that became later the Gammaray burst Coordinate Network (GCN, [7] ). The data input of this service is information delivered by satellites that are equipped by a real-time localizer of GRBs (e.g., Swift, Integral, and Fermi). The useful output of the GCN for ARO is notices. (see http://gcn.gsfc.nasa.gov/invitation.html for a complete description) For each GRB triggered by a satellite, the GCN builds a notice that indicates coordinates, error box and summarizes miscellaneous informations about the characterization of the burst. These notices are generated automatically when a new trigger appears. The distribution is done freely by a simple TCP socket connexion to any ARO that asks to receive notices.
GCN Notices and TCP Sockets.
A TCP socket is one of a simplest way to exchange messages between software. The principle is based on the client-server connexion. First, the software that wants to receive messages opens a port. This is the server and the port is an integer number between 0 and 65535. The other software that will send messages opens a connexion to the Internet Protocol (IP) number at the port number of the server. This is the client. For the GCN service, ARO are the servers and the GCN opens client connexions and sends notices by this way. The GCN must know who are servers to reach. So, it is mandatory to register the IP+port numbers of the ARO agent to the GCN. Then, the ARO agent opens the server socket port and waits for the GCN notices. Note that the port number is attributed by the GCN (the list set minor planet "ceres" set url "http://scully.cfa.harvard.edu/∼cgi/MPEph2" package require http set query [::http::formatQuery TextArea \ "$minor planet" ty "e" d "" tit "" bu ""] set token [::http::geturl $url -query "$query"] upvar #0 $token state set html text $state(body) Algorithm 2 package require SOAP set name "M51" set resultType "xp" set server "http://cdsws.u-strasbg.fr/axis/services/Sesame" SOAP::create sesame -uri $server -proxy $server \ -action "urn:sesame" \ -params { "name" "string" "resultType" "string" } set xml text [sesame $name $resultType] Algorithm 3 of registered ARO is http://gcn.gsfc.nasa.gov/sites cfg.html) (e.g., port=5134 for the TAROT telescope).
In GCN notices delivered by TCP sockets, data are coded in a binary stream of 40 integers of 4 bytes each. So, a total of 160 bytes must be received before begining to decode the notice parameters. The corresponding code in Tcl script is shown in Algorithm 5.
In this code, the procedure socket accept is called when the TCP channel is opened. Note that this channel is configured to be activated only when 160 bytes are received. The fileevent function creates a call back to the procedure socket read when data are arrived in the opened channel:
The procedure socket read reads the data in the channel and stores them in the variable line. Then it transforms this line into 40 integers in the list variable longs. Now one must call the procedure notice parser to retrieve the celestial coordinates of the GRB (see Algorithm 6) .
The rules of parsing are defined in a GCN document. (the notice definition can be download at http://gcn.gsfc.nasa .gov/sock pkt def doc.html.) The type of notice (pkt type) is the most important parameter to decode. The type is related to the source of the trigger (e.g., Swift BAT triggers are of pkt type=61). The procedure notice parser returns the minimal informations: the type of the notice and celestial coordinates. Obviously, a real implementation of the parser should include other informations from the notice in order to conclude if the trigger deserves to be observed or not. The last Tcl function vwait forever must be used to activate the event loop of the socket listener.
Limitations of Using GCN Notices with TCP Sockets.
The advantage of using TCP sockets is that the code is easy to write in any programming language. Almost all the early optical emissions of GRBs were found thanks to this system. However, there are several disadvantages:
(1) Most institutes do not authorize the opening of the GCN port due to security reasons. The solution is to replace the 160 byte notices by an XML file designed specifically to define an event. In the context of VO, these are VOEvents. The access to the coordinates seems not trivial but the rules of decoding are stored in a file defined in the tag voe:VOEvent by the parameter xsi:schemaLocation (see Section 4.2 for a similar case). A complete parser of VOEvent is difficult to develop but there is no need to update it when a new type of notice is sent.
GCN Notices versus VOEvents

VOEvents and XMPP.
VOEvents could be broadcasted using TCP socket but it does not solve the problem of managing thousands of connexions by the broadcaster nor the authorization problems. There are many solutions in computer science but the main constrain is that ARO agents must open a client instead of a server connexion to solve the problems of authorizations. However, in this case, the problem is that the broadcaster (i.e., the GCN) cannot connect itself to the ARO agents. One must find a mechanism that allows ARO agents to be informed when a new VOEvent can be downloaded somewhere.
One solution is to use Really Simple Syndication (RSS). The ARO agent download, periodically, a file defined in a fixed URL (for GCN an RSS URL is http://www.estar.org .uk/voevent/GCN/GCN.rdf). This is an XML file that contains two important informations: the tag PubDate which indicates when the last notice was created, and the tag link that indicates the URL of the last VOEvent file to download. In the case of GRBs, the ARO agent should to be informed with a frequency higher than 1 Hz. This is generally a frequency too high for an RSS flux (but RSS remains a good solution for low frequency events as gravitational lensing, e.g.).
A better solution comes from the eXtensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP). This is an open protocol used for instant messaging. This is not very different than for the popular SkyPE or MSN Messenger but XMPP is open source! An ARO agent opens a client connexion to an XMPP server. The XMPP client is identified and must subscribe to a feed. There is such a server at Caltech (see informations in http://voeventnet.caltech.edu/software/index.html). This server also proposes a Java client named voeclient.jar that can be included easily in any code. A configuration file allows to choose the GCN notices in a VOEvent format; (see Algorithm 8) .
The XMPP client is run using a Java Runtime Environment (JRE) available for any operating systems. Before starting, one must create an account by: java -jar voeclient.jar -n myname mypassword client.properties And one must subscribe to the GCN VOEvents by java -jar voeclient.jar -s home/moriori. cacr.caltech.edu/egcn \ client.properties Then, the following call starts the listener of VOEvents: java -jar voeclient.jar -r client.properties voeclient.jar generates the file feed.log where one can follow the arrival of new VOEvents. Unfortunately, the original code of voeclient.jar does not write the VOEvent itself on the disk but the code is open source and it is easy to write code just after the comment "// ADD CODE HERE TO PROCESS PACKETS" of the VOEventJabberClient.java code. Note that this code is also able to send a VOEvent.
RTML
Remote Telescope Markup Language (RTML, see (http:// www.astro.physik.uni-goettingen.de/hessman/) [8, 9] ) is usualy used to communicate between agents of a given ARO. RTML defines an XML syntax to describe observation parameters like instrument setup. RTML is different from VOEvent. VOEvents define the science case of objects to observe. Then, a VOEvent must be treated by an agent who parse the astronomical parameters to generate RTML messages knowing the instrument characteristics of the observatory. In the case of a telescope network, this agent must generate RTML messages for each telescope. The power of the combination of VOEvents and RTML is that the agent can optimize observations knowing a preexisting observation strategy of an heterogeneous telescope network (HTN). To summarize, a VOEvent defines the astronomical characteristics of a target and RTML defines the telescope setup to observe this target. The protocol to send and to receive RTML messages can be whatever we want (e.g., TCP socket, and SOAP) but it must be adapted to the constraints of the ARO or of the HTN.
In Section 3, we took an example of an intelligent agent that sends an RTML message to the telescope agent: <Coordinates> <RightAscension>41.25</RightAscension> <Declination>+22.5</Declination> </Coordinates> This is just an excerpt of the RMTL message focused on the tag Coordinates. RTML can be used also from a telescope agent to inform the intelligent agent that a task is done.
Conclusions
Protocols for robotic telescope networks just begin to be available for few years and their development is not fully completed. Today, the most important heterogeneous telescope network is eSTAR which is also a development platform for VOEvents and RTML [10] . In the next years, thousands of VOEvents are believed to be broadcasted by large digital survey projects (LSST (http://www.lsst.org/) and Pan-Starrs (http://pan-starrs.ifa.hawaii.edu/). It is important to incorporate these protocols into ARO agents as soon as possible, especially in small telescope networks, because they will thus benefit from the VOEvents generated by the large surveys, enabling them to participate actively in the astronomical science of the twenty-first century.
